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7-Step Easy-to-Follow Formula:  

How to Rocket from 0 to a Level 4  

in Listening and Reading Comprehension  

in THREE Months while Self-Studying ONE Hour a Day 

 
 

I came up with this formula when I needed to learn Ukrainian in a hurry. It was not a planned 

development at all; I had a strict deadline and no access to any textbooks, instructors or native 

speakers. I had a very stressful full-time job; I was not able to spend more than one hour a day to 

study. I decided that I need at least some videos with scripts to start with – and I found them on 

www.euronews.com. I was polishing this system as I was going. I was able to reach Level 4 in 

Listening and Reading in Ukrainian in three months by studying one hour each evening before 

going to bed. YOU can do the same!  

 

 
Here are some TIPS: 

  

 My 7-Step Formula helps you quickly develop passive skills (listening and reading 

comprehension) in a new language while increasing your vocabulary retention.  

 

 This formula works especially well with related languages because the grammar 

systems of those languages are very similar. If you speak Russian, it would be easy for 

you to learn Ukrainian with this formula. If you speak Spanish, you could use this 

formula to quickly learn Italian. If you speak Mandarin Chinese and want to learn 

Cantonese Chinese, this formula will help you to speed up the process.  

 

 You can apply this formula to other languages to boost your listening and reading 

comprehension once you have passed Level 1 and have the basic grammar skills.  

 

 It’s entirely a self-study system. You don’t need textbooks or an instructor for this 

method of studying. All you need is an internet portal to your target language where 

video clips have scripts, i.e.  www.euronews.com  (they have 14 languages).  

 

 Schedule ONE hour a day for THREE months to apply this formula in order to get 

significant results. Consistent study time and the same procedure each time will help 

you to develop a routine of studying and stick with it.  

 

 At first it will take a whole hour for you to go through all 7 steps with one video clip 

since you will need to look in a dictionary for a lot of words. Once you have built up 

certain vocabulary, each passage will take less time, so you will be able to process two 

passages during your hour of study.   

 

 
 

http://www.euronews.com/
http://www.euronews.com/
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7-Step Formula for each video clip with script 

 
 
 

1 

• LISTEN to the audio portion of the video 
•Start with listening only: close your eyes and listen to the video clip without watching 
it. Try to understand as much as you can. Focus on facts (5 Ws and 1 H) and main ideas 
first.  

2 

• WATCH the video 
• Increase your comprehension with adding visuals: now watch the video and try to 
comprehend more details. Use situation clues and guess based upon your previous 
knowledge and common sense.  

3 

• READ the scrip WITHOUT A DICTIONARY 
•Increase your comprehension by reading the script of the video. Do not use any 
dictionaries at this point. Mark the areas of the script that are still unclear.  

4 

• TRANSLATE the scrip WITH A DICTIONARY 
• The peak of reading comprehension: use online translation tools (Multitran, Google 
Translate) to understand EACH word in the scrip. Check if you were right with your 
guessing at Step 2. 

5 

• Read the scrip WITHOUT A DICTIONARY again  
•Start vocabulary retention: read and interpret the script with minimum looking for 
your new words. Keep doing it until you can understand the whole script without 
looking for words. 

6 

• WATCH the video again 
• Enhance vocabulary retention: watch the video again and observe how much more you 
can comprehend now in comparison with watching this video at Step 2.  

7 

• LISTEN to the audio again  
•Vocabulary retention and listening comprehension check: listen to the audio only again 
and estimate the increase of your listening comprehension (in approximate 
percentage) comparing to Step1. Celebrate your progress! 


